LC-WARMASTER QRS
PLATE CARRIER

-

vest sheathing is cut out using a laser plotter, following the latest trends in military technology,
the vest has a comfortable adjustment system on shoulders and waist,
innovative system of cut-outs replaces the traditional MOLLE/PALS system but remain compatible to it,
the vest has been equipped with QRS (Quick Release System) allowing swift unfastening,
the vest is equipped with an emergency handle,
the vest has a velcro system to stick identification patches ,
the vest is equipped with a system of comfort pads that provides effective circulation of air and significantly
improves user’s comfort,
- the vest carries up to 4 plates (2 25x30 plates + 2 15x15 or 15x20 plates),
- the vest is compatible with STAND ALONE and ICW type plates,
- vest structure enables customizing gear distribution according to user’s individual needs.
Basic elements of the equipment:
a) pocket for front plate,
b) pocket for rear plate,
c) rubber side belts,
d) rubber arm-pieces (low-profile).
Optional equipment:
a) Pockets for side plates – compatible with rubber side belt and “Marsupial” side belt,
b) „Light” side belts,
c) „Marsupial” side belts – enable attaching pockets for side plates in the belt, additionally allow for carrying
magazines in the belt, fixing them with specially designed clips,
d) Gear belt compatible with rubber side belts and pockets for side plates. The belt is equipped with an individual
Quick Release Buckle,
e) “Light” panel for attaching tactical gear,
f) „Marsupial” panel for attaching tactical gear,
g) Arm-pieces with soft pads.
- the vest is made of polyester fabric-based double-layer laminate, highly resistant and durable, dedicated for
sorted products, cut out with a laser plotter (product by Lubawa SĄ),
- the fabric has camouflaging properties in near-infrared, and coating that provides thermal insulation,
waterproofing, and flame resistance,
- vest sheathing is covered with innovative, dedicated pixelated camouflage, Central European Pattern,
developed by Miranda LLC.
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